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Reference No, IQAC/26lS11/2020

PIace: Chamber of Principal

l The meeting was held underthe chairmanship ofProf. Pijush Kanti Dandapath, Teacher-in-Charge
2. The following members were present;

aJ Prof. Gobinda prasad Kar
bl Prof. Sujit Maity
cJ Dr. Dipanlan Ray
dJ Prof. Rabin Das

el Prof. Dilip Biswas
fJ Prof. Biswanath Dolai
gJ Mr. Partha Sakha Jana
hJ Mr. Narayan Chandra Maity
iJ Mr. Suiit Bera
jJ Mr- Rabin Chandra Mondal

3. The meeting was convened by Dr. Saurav Samanta, Coordinator of IQAC
4. The following points were discussed at length at the meeting;

41 Renovation and reconstruction of affected statues, pond Gadwall, shade of cycle stand, shade of indoor
sports centre and water and electricity supply infrastructures due to ,Amphan, hazard

4'2 Thoroughly cleaning ofthe whore campus affected and dumped by 'Amphan, hazard
4 3 campus cleaning and intensive sanitization with respect covrD-19 pandemic
4 4 Regularly providing the information to the students and staff regarding the notification relating uncertain

examination and admission system from the ends of University, UGC and Govt. with respect COVID-1g
Pandemic

4 5 Discussion about the completion of syllabus through online class/ teaching-learning system with respect
COVID-19 Pandemic

4'6 organizing the e-seminar/ webinar/ awareness programmes for both students and staff with
COVID-19 Pandemic

respect

4 7 completion of ongoing, but postponed infrastructural projects/ schemes/ construction of the college
during unlocked situation ofCOVID-19 Pandemic and unopened situation ofthe institution

4'8 Activating the responsible committees/ staff related to Admission, Examination, NAAC activities
maintaining social distance and sufficient awareness with respect to coVID-19 pandemic
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